
UTAH JUDICIAL SYSTEM MASTER PLAN FOR CAPITAL FACILITIES

Justice Courts

Utah Justice Courts handle a very high volume of cases . With this magnitude of cases, it is likely that any contact
an average citizen will have with the Utah Judicial System will be through the Justice Courts. In many instances this
contact will be a citizen's only impression of our system of justice and, even in minor cases, is likely to be lasting
and profound. Regardless of the gravity of a matter before the court, citizens take their appearances as a defendant,
witness or juror very seriously and form judgments on the entire judicial system on the basis of their personal
experience. In view of this, it is essential that ' Justice Courts convey a sense of justice, dignity and concern for the
citizens who interact with it. The facilities which house the courts play an instrumental role in forming these
opinions and it is incumbent upon the judicial system to provide appropriately appointed forums in both the largest
urban courts and the smallest rural communities.

The following space standards recommend courtroom designs that promote these goals.  The courtroom sizes and
support staff space are intended to allow for the expeditious administration of justice. They also allow for growth in
judicial workloads and unforeseen changes in practice and procedure.  In general terms, there are great similarities
between the higher courts and Justice Courts in courtroom configuration and space dynamics. For example, the
principles of bench elevation sight lines, witness-jury-judge proximity, and spectator-well orientation are all
consistent between courts. Therefore, most of the design recommendations suggested for District Courts apply to
Justice Courts. The following discussion emphasizes these similarities and notes exceptions due to statutory and
procedural differences as well as resource limitations.

GENERAL COURTROOM DESIGN

As stated above, Justice Court courtrooms should convey the same impressions of dignity, justice, and authority as
those serving the court of higher jurisdiction. The appearance of the courtroom should reflect the fact that they are
forums for justice, rather than only governmental office space. In applying design principles of the higher court to
Justice Courts, the absence of court reporters and full-time bailiffs should be noted. Therefore, the following
guidelines are presented in areas that are materially affected by the unique nature of the Justice Courts.

 It is recommended that courtrooms be 1300 NSF in Class I cities, 1100 NSF in Class 11 cities and 800 NSF in
Class III and Class IV cities. Walls and ceilings should have appropriate finishes and the well should be illuminated
to prevent reading eye strain. The room should be sound insulated from outside noise. All courtrooms should be
fully carpeted and adequate ventilation and temperature controls should be installed.
 
The judge's bench should be elevated at least one riser.2  Sufficient space should be provided on the bench for legal
tests and files. Urban or other high volume courts should be cable-ready to accommodate a computer terminal.
 
The witness box should be placed adjacent to the judge's bench. All courtroom participants must have a clear line of
sight to the witness box. A chalkboard or magnetic display board should be built into the wall between the jury box
and the witness stand.
 
The jury box should be placed near the witness box and also have a clear line of sight to all participants. The size of
the jury box is recommended to be five seats (four jurors with an option for an alternate juror and space for a
disabled juror). The jury box should consist of a single row of stationary swivel seats.
 
A" modesty rail" should be placed in front of the jurors with enough depth to rest documents and files.
 
A court reporter's station is not required for these courtrooms as they are not courts of record, however, a clerk's
station should be provided by the judge's bench opposite from the witness stand. This will accommodate different
in-courtroom practices and procedures. It should also have shelving for files and forms.
 



Tables for the defense and prosecution should be provided to comfortably seat three persons each and should be at
least four feet apart for sound separation. A rail should separate spectator seating so that the closet spectator is no
nearer than 6 feet to persons seated at the attorney's tables.
 
Judges chambers should be approximately 120-160 NSF with access directly to the judge's bench and to the clerk's
area. Chambers should be equipped with adequate shelving for law texts, a desk and chair for the judge and visitor
seating for small meetings or conferences.

It is recommended that a small jury room be integrated into each Justice Court. This space can serve as a conference
room for attorneys and clients or as flexible space when not in use by a jury. A table and chairs should be provided
and a telephone outlet should be installed for conference use. The minimum recommended size is 150 NSF.

The Clerk's area should include a reception area for visitors and a counter to receive people with business before the
court. It is recommended that the reception area be no less than 150 NSF and the counter space comprise 60 NSF
(e.g. a seven-foot counter with a depth of three feet and approximately three feet of open area on each side).

A restroom for the public and a separate restroom for the judge, staff and jurors should be provided.

Clerical staff should be afforded 75 NSF per person to accommodate a desk, chair, terminal (if applicable), and
perimeter space. Staff space should be open landscape type. A small storage or copier area should also be provided.

Generally, medium to high caseload courts requires ten to fifteen five drawer file cabinets or equivalent open files.

The needs of less active courts vary. Lateral filing, open shelf, sliding shelf, or rotary shelf systems are almost
always more space efficient than file drawers. Whenever possible they should be used in lieu of file cabinets. It is
recommended that each jurisdiction utilize county storage space and statewide document retention schedules to the
fullest.

COLLOCATED JUSTICE COURTS

Collocated Justice Courts offer significant savings in shared space and staffing opportunities. Paired courts may
share a central clerk's area and other spaces, which enhance each court's ability to conduct business with limited
resources.

Consideration of collocation should commence with an evaluation of the proposed site in relation to public access,
parking, disabled accessibility, adjacency to law enforcement and other criminal justice agencies and expansion
capability. The relative workloads of the courts should be assessed in terms of their historical growth and forecasted
workload. Courts with rough equivalence in filings and staff support may usually share the same courtroom or use
identical paired courtrooms. Dissimilar caseloads should weigh facility design towards the needs of the larger court
in courtroom size and staffing space.

If it is found that collocated courts could share a single courtroom, an evaluation of future growth should be
undertaken to confirm the suitability of this arrangement for future needs. Again, it is recommended that a
collocated facility requiring two or more courtrooms should be designed to identical size keyed to the largest court,
thus offering maximum flexibility during periods of peak demand.

Serving the courtroom(s) should be paired judge's chambers (unless courts will never be in session simultaneously).
A single jury deliberation room can be supplemented with a conference room of equivalent size to allow for dual
jury trials in multi-courtroom facilities. Restroom facilities, storage space, copier areas, and filing space can be



shared to maximum advantage in a collocated facility. Attorney/witness conference rooms can also be used in this
fashion.

Clerk staffs can be cross-trained to serve the docketing, fine collection, and filing functions of each court. Uniform
procedures in this area must be established and agreed upon by the presiding judges to avoid confusion and
mis-communication. This is particularly important in the area of form uniformity, caseload reporting, and financial
management. The public can utilize a common reception area, restroom facility and counter space. The staff may
share word processing equipment, supplies, general office space, and even shared workstations if practical.

In summary, collocated courts can offer substantial opportunities for both space savings and staff efficiency. Great
care must be taken, however, to accurately estimate peak workloads and future growth. Judicial personnel and
support staff must operate as an integrated unit in order to maximize the benefits of collocation and avoid
redundancy.

Justice Courts space standards are provided in Section III.

CLERICAL/SUPPORT SPACE

The clerical and support space listed in the general court standards can also be applied to the Justice Courts. Actual
Justice Court staff will vary widely depending on location, workload and county support.

2 As in the District Court, judges' benches should be elevated above the eye level of persons who approach the bench, usually three risers. It is
recognized however, those low ceiling heights in most Justice Courts do not allow for three-riser elevation. Benches elevated l8 inches or more in
smaller courts can bring the judge too close to the ceiling when standing and puts the bench out of proportion to the room size. One riser should
be the minimum standard and additional elevation is desirable as the dimensions of the room permit

MODEL COURTROOM DESIGN

           


